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microsoft mobile solutions deliver a broad set of capabilities to help organizations harness the power
of mobility to increase productivity and enhance customer service. microsofts mobile security

solution examples illustrate how it helps ensure customer and financial data remain secure as well
as protect business sensitive data stored on end-user devices. sophos mobile security is a complete
mobile security solution for enterprises. the mobile security app example explains how it can help
protect your data, business apps and sensitive data by protecting your employees phones from

viruses and malicious code. skycure is a mobile security solution that provides comprehensive device
security. the mobile security app example provides complete and secure mobile security for mobile

devices and operating systems. it is specifically built to protect mobile applications and the data they
contain. aldiko mobile security is a complete device security solution for ios and android

smartphones and tablets. it helps customers to control the mobile devices and protect the business
apps, media content and confidential data in the mobile devices. appsense is an app security

solution for mobile apps. it helps enterprises to protect the mobile apps and the data they contain. it
is a complete mobile security solution that helps prevent unauthorized apps from stealing data from
an enterprise. binaryarmor is a highly-integrated, commercial-grade mobile security solution that is
designed to protect mobile devices from malware and other software vulnerabilities. binaryarmor is

packed with features such as intrusion prevention, remote management, and reporting, and is
designed to quickly detect the presence of malware and to provide an accurate signature of the

threats on your android device. binaryarmor is designed to detect and prevent malware and avoid
the need to disinfect your mobile device.
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microsoft provide a
variety of tools to

facilitate the creation of
mobile security solutions.
the tools enable mobile

application developers to
quickly develop and

deploy app security to
their app stores. the
mobile security app

example shows how these
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tools work with mobile
security solutions such as

antivirus for android,
mobile device manager,

mobile device
management (mdm), and

mobile endpoint
management (mpm).

apparmor is a powerful
security tool to protect

mobile applications from
vulnerabilities in the
operating system. it

detects malicious code in
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apps before it can be
used to launch attacks on

the android operating
system. apparmor is also
able to prevent apps from

accessing operating
system apis and sensitive

data like contacts,
messages, and calendar.
the mobile security app
example showcases the

features and security
offered by apparmor.

mobile security,
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applocker, and guardian
are three distinct security
offerings from comodo.

mobile security provides a
powerful security solution
that keeps mobile devices

safe and secure. it
protects against trojan
horses, spyware, and

viruses and is compatible
with apple ios, google
android, windows, and

blackberry devices.
applocker is a powerful
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security solution that
enables mobile device

administrators to control
which apps are allowed to

run on their mobile
devices and what settings

are available for those
apps. guardian is a mobile

security platform that
provides mobile device
administrators with the

tools they need to
maintain a secure device.

mobile device
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management is a set of
network and mobile

application services that
can be used to manage

all aspects of mobile
device operation. mdm

manages the
configuration of mobile
devices, configures and
deploys mobile apps,

enables remote access
and control of the mobile

device, and provides
visibility into the status
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and performance of
mobile devices. the
mobile security app

example highlights how
mdm can be used to

provide a comprehensive
solution for mobile device

security. 5ec8ef588b
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